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Foreword
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of
national Standards bodies (ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International
Standards is normally carried out through ISO technical committees. Esch member
body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been established has
the right to be represented on that committee. International organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. ISO
collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on all
matters of electrotechnical standardization.
Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are circulated to
the member bodies for approval before their acceptance as International Standards by
the ISO Council. They are approved in accordance with ISO procedures requiring at
least 75 % approval by the member bodies voting.
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Annex A forms an integral part of this part of ISO 4392. Annex B is for information
only.
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Introduction
In hyd raulic flu id power Systems power is transmitted
under pressure within an enclosed circuit.

and controlled through a fluid

Hydraulic motors are units which tra nsform hydraulic energy into mechanical enwy,
usually with a rotary output.
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Determination
-

low Speed and at constant
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1 Scope

of

pressure

Definitions

iTeh STANDARDForPREVIEW
the purposes of this part of ISO 4392, the definitions given
This part of ISO 4392 describes a method of determining
in ISO 4391 and ISO 5598, and the following definition, apply.
(standards.iteh.ai)
the low Speed characteristics of positive displacement
rotary
complete motor cycle: The total angular movement of the
fluid power motors, of either fixed or variable displacement
motor output shaft needed to achieve a repetitive leakage
types.
ISO 4392-1:1989
and/or torque recording. In most motors this will be 36OO;
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The method involves testing at slow Speeds
which may
revolutions.
generate frequencies having a significant influence upon the
steady continuous torque output of the motor and affect the
System to which the motor would be connected.
4 Symbols
The accuracy of measurement is divided into 3 classes, A, B
and C which are explained in annex A.

4.1

The physical quantity letter Symbols and their suffixes
used in this patt of ISO 4392 are in accordance with ISO 4391.

4.2

2

Normative

The graphical Symbols used in figure 1 are in accordance
with ISO 1219.

references

The following Standards contain provisions which, through
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this part of
ISO 4392. At the time of publication, the editions indicated
were valid. All Standards are subject to revision, and Parties to
agreements based on this patt of ISO 4392 are encouraged to
investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions
of the Standards listed below. Members of IEC and ISO maintain registers of currently valid International Standards.

5
5.1

Test installation
Hydraulic

test circuit

5.1.1 A hydraulic test circuit similar to that shown in figure 1
shall be used.
NOTES

ISO 3448 : 1975, Industrial liquid lubricants
classifica tion.

-

ISO viscosity

1 Although figure 1 illustrates a basic circuit to test a bidirectional
motor, a similar, but suitably modified, circuit is acceptable for testing
unidirectional motors.

ISO 4391 : 1983, Hydraulic fluid power - Pumps, motors and
integral transmissions - Parameter definitions and letter
s ymbols.

2 An additional booster pump circuit may be necessary when testing
Piston-type motors.

ISO 5598 : 1985, Fluid power Systems and components
Vocabulary.

-

3 The basic circuit shown in figure 1 does not incorporate all the safety
devices necessary to protect against darnage in the event of component
failure. lt is important that those responsible for carrying out these tests
give due consideration to safeguarding both staff and equipment.
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5.1.2 A hydraulic supply (la and Ib) shall be used and
pressure-relief valves (2a and 2b) shall be installed which satisfy
the requirements of 8.2.

6

Pretest data

61
f&ts,

5.1.3 A fluid conditioning circuit shall be installed which provides the filtration necessary to protect the test motor and the
other circuit components and which will maintain the fluid
temperatures specified in clause 7.

Using the motor manufacturer’s data and other known
gather the pretest data as follows:

a) calculate the rated (geometric or theoretical) torque of
the motor, Ts n or q “, based upon its geometric or
theoretical dispiacemenf at rated pressure, using the formula

5.1.4 If the test motor is equipped with an external case drain,
the drain shall be connected to the test motor return line so as
to measure total flow [see 5.3.1 all.

Tg,n = AP” x vg
2x

Should the safe pressure for the motor casing be exceeded by
the above method, the separate case drain flow and return line
flow shall be measured simultaneously.
TnI

5.1.5 As an alternative to 5.1.4, a high pressure flowmeter
[see 5.3.1 c)] may be installed in the motor inlet line to measure
the total flow.
5.1.6 The hydraulic ports of the test motor shall be connected
to the hydraulic circuit in such a manner that the motor shaft
will rotate in the same direction as the constant Speed load.

=

APn x vi

21t

.crP, is the rated differential pressure,
is the geometric swept volume,

iTeh STANDARD PREVIEW
is the derived swept volume;
A test rig shall be set up which makes use of(standards.iteh.ai)
the test cirb) determine the number of displacement

5.2

Test apparatus

5.2.1
cuit specified in 5.1 and provides the equipment
figure 1.

pulses per
revolution of the motor shaft, taking into account any gearing which would influence the frequency;

shown in
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on conusing the formula

5.2.2 A positive locking device
tinuously variable displacement motors to prevent the displacement inadvertently changing during the pertinent Portion of
each test.

5.3

fe

ne x number of displacement pulses
=60

*e

is the test Speed, in reciprocal minutes,

lnstrumentation

5.3.1 Measuring instruments shall be selected and installed to
measure the following test motor data:
a)

total flow (see 5.1.4);

b)

inlet and outlet temperatures;

c)

inlet and outlet pressure;

d)

inlet flow (see 5.1.5);

e)

output torque;

f)

output shaft Speed and angular displacement.

5.3.2 The systematic errors of the measuring instruments
shall be consistent with the Chosen class of measurement accuracy (see annex A).
5.3.3 Appropriate recording instruments shall be selected and
installed which are capable of resolving Signals at frequencies
greater than 10 times the highest expected fundamental data
frequency.

2

frequency, fe, in hertz,

the number of displacement pulses is taken from 6.1 b).

6.2

Using the motor manufacturer’s recommended value for
rated Speed, IIn, calculate the ideal (geometric or theoretical)
flow at rated Speed, qvg n or qvi n, using the formula
I
*
‘y9 In = IZn X Vg
or
qvi I n = ?Zn X F$

6.3

Determine
ISO 3448.

6.4

the

fluid

viscosity

in accordance

with

Estimate the maximum output torque expected to be produced by the motor during the test using the rated torque, TgI n
or q,n as determined in 6.1 a).

ISO 4392-1 : 1989 (El

7

Test conditions

The following

test conditions shall apply:

a) fluid temperature,
80 OC;
b)

8.7
Extend the recording to as many revolu tions as are
necessary to achieve one complete motor cycle.
8, at motor inlet: either 50 OC or

inlet pressures: 100 % and 50 % of rated pressure;

c) back pressure: to be kept constant at a value withi n the
limits given by the motor manufacturer;
d) output shaft Speed: the minimum rotational Speed in a
given direction recommended by the motor manufacturer,
or, if not available, 1 min-l ;
e) displacements : for variable displacement motors, the
maximum possible and the minimum recommended by the
manufacturer.

8

Test procedure

8.8

Record the actual measured values and test values of the
corresponding Parameters.

8.9

Make a note on the recordings of any tendency of the
motor to operate in a jerky or non-uniform manner.

8.10

When using digital data acquisition techniques, select a
Sample interval which provides 95 % confidence that the maximum and minimum values of leakage and torque have been
determined by pretesting.

8.11

Make a note of any tendency of the motor to be nonrepeatable in either torque or leakage.

9

8.1

Connect the instrumentation and recording apparatus to
record differential pressure (or, optionally, inlet and outlet
pressure), output torque and total flow (see 5.1.5 for Option
when outlet pressure exceeds safe limit for case pressure).
NOTE - Before starting the test, fill the motor case with fluid, if
necessary.

Expression

of results

NOTE - Refer to clause 4 for a fuller explanation of letter Symbols and
suffixes.

9.1

Determine the volume flow rate qv
through the test
ed
motor for each recording at selected shaft positions, equally
divided over one complete motor cycle.

iTeh STANDARD PREVIEW
lt should be noted that in the formula
the measured inlet and outlet (standards.iteh.ai)
pressure constant

8.2 Maintain
to -t 2 % of the reading, or 1 bar’) (0,l MPa), whichever is the
greater.
I
ISO 4392-1:1989 q&-p=

8.3

~Y$!l+qi&)
I

I

https://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/standards/sist/c6482181-73b3-4089-b0c7+ 2 % of the
since the angular velocity, cc) =
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Maintain the output shaft Speed within

mean.

8.4

Maintain the measured inlet fluid temperature constant
to + 2 OC for the duration of a recording. Alternatively, ensure
that data are recorded only during those periods when the
temperature is within those limits.

27~2, is very small and the conlosses at the selected shaft Position,

tribution of volumetric
is predominant;
4vsp’
I
yu,

at the selected

is

Position.

9.2
85 Establish thermal equilibrium before recording each set of
test data.

Calculate the mean flow over one complete motor cycle
4v, I ma’ using the following formula :

45 $91

NOTE - This may, for example, be achieved by:

Qma=

’

+

4v,@

+

4&+)3

+

l

*.

+

qv
fwz

’

’

I
2

a) disconnecting
load;

the motor from the adjustable constant Speed

b) operating the motor at rated Speed while maintaining the inlet
fluid temperature until outlet fluid temperature has stabilized;

the suffixes pl, p2, 93 . . . pz are the respective selected
shaft positions;

Cl reconnecting the constant Speed load
the desired Combi nation of test values.

5

recording data for

8.6
Make separate simultaneous recordings of each of the
variables listed in 8.1 for each combination of test values of differential pressure, inlet temperature, displacement and direction of rotation.

is the number of readings per revolution.

9.3 Calculate the flow irregularity at each selected shaft position, AQve cp,using the following formula :
I
“Q?q I

1
= lq&ma-qV
I
e,CP

1) 1 bar = IO5 Pa; 1 Pa = 1 N/m*

3
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9.4 Calculate the mean flow irregularity over one complete
motor cycle, Aqb ma, using the following formula :
I

9.9

Calculate the mean torque,
using the following formula :

Aa&), + Aqf&*
I + Aqv,p3
I + mg.+ Aqf&)~
I
‘&& Ima=
’
2
9.5 Determine the flow
following formulae:

irregularity

T
e

Te,ma

index, 1~~’ using the

rf&=

+

Te,p2

+

’

Te,p3

+

l

‘.

+

%w

2

9.10
Calculate the torque irregularity at each selected shaft
Position, AT, ,Gp,using the following formula :
ATecp,

‘4v,
A

pl

=

T, I mal over one revolution

=

T,,a,

Teq9
I

ma

4ve I ma

9.11

Calculate the mean torque irregularity, T, ma, over one
complete motor cycle using the following formula:

or
AG ma = ‘T,,,j
r-r&/=

14Yem-QV,p,I*

+ 14v,,-4v,(/Ql
+ Id + I4v,,-q,,l
I
i
qv,
@
i.
.
. + qveu>z
45 Iq?l
I
I

I

=

+

l

”

+

‘G,pz

9.12
Determine the torque irregularity index, lrT, using the
following formulae :
h

4r,ma

+ ‘T,,,3
2

9.6 Calculate the average volumetric efficiency, qV ma, for the
minimum of one motor revolution using the followin’g formula:

Yma
I

+ ‘&,,

I

AT,ma
= A

1

Te, ma

or
iTeh STANDARD
PREVIEW
T,pII +
Tecp21+Ll+
Ir= = IT I
(standards.iteh.ai)
. . . + 7&I
t T,$!ll-;
qqI2;
I
I

xg

4v, I ma

ema-

where

Erna-

IGma‘

Te(pJ
I

ISO 4392-1:1989
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Calculate the mean hydraulic

Yma
I

is the angular velocity;

cc)
4v, I ma

qhm,ma,
UShlg
the
45d0ef770fd7/iso-4392-1-1989

qhm,ma

is the average volume flow rate.

fO!lOWing

mechanical

eff iciency,

fOlTMda:

Te,ma

=

ff

Ap x Zn

9.7

Calculate the relative peak-to-peak value of flow, 6qb,
using the following formula :

9.14

Calculate the relative peak-to-peak value of torque, 6T,,
using the following formula :

%7p&=

4ve max -

I

‘5 , min
ST,

4v, I ma

=

Te,max -

Te,min

Te, ma

9.8

Determine the output torque of the motor for each recording at the selected shaft positions, 7&, equally divided
over one complete motor cycle using the following formula:

v

TW =Apx---T,,

Zn

IO. 1
’

where
Ap

IO

General

All the relevant test data at every test Speed and test pressure,
and the information listed in 10.3 shall be recorded in a test
report.

is the differential pressure;

IO.2
P& is the derived swept volume at the selected shaft
Position ;
T, I(p is the torque loss at the selected shaft position.

4

Test report

Presentation

of test data

All test measurements and the results of the calculations derived from the measurements shall be presented in tabular form
and, where appropriate, graphically.

ISO 43924 :1989 (E)

IO.3

i) the geometric
volume, L(;

Test data

The following

volume,

5,

or derived swept

j> the mean flow over one complete motor cycle, qv, ma
,
(sec 9.2) ;

test data shall be included in the test report:

k) the mean flow irregularity
cycle, Aqv, ma (sec 9.4);

a) a description of the motor;

1) the floi

b) the class of measurement accuracy used (see annex A);

over one complete

irregularity index, 1~4~(see 9.5);

n) the relative peak-to-peak value of flow, 6qve (sec 9.7);
o) the mean torque over one complete motor cycle, q,ma
(sec 9.9) ;

d) a description of the test fluid;
e) the fluid viscosity (see 6.3);

p) the mean torque irregularity over one complete motor
cycle, A&,.,, (sec 9.11) ;

0 [sec clause 7 a)];

q) the torque irregularity index, IrT (see 9.12);

g) flow as a function of rotational angle at constant pressure and constant Speed;

r-1 the mean hydraulic mechanical efficiency,
9.13);

h) torque as a function of rotational angle at constant
pressure, constant Speed and constant temperature;

4c

(standards.iteh.ai)

Alternative
connections
(sec 5.1.4)
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r

I
l
I

2a
-

IV
L,

la

r

4d

Fluid conditioning

Main test circuit

Ia,
2a,
3a,
4a,
5a,

Ib,
2b,
3b,
4bl),
5b,
6

Ic
2c
3c
4c
5c

Circulating Pumps
Pressure-relief valves
Flowmeters
Temperature indicators
Pressure indicators
Motor being tested

7
8
9
10
11
12

circuit

Speed and shaft angle control
Torque transducer
Adjustable constant Speed load2)
Cooler
Heater
Filter

1) Optional.
2) An example of an adjustable constant Speed load (9) is a combination of a worm gearbox(es) with a constant Speed drive.

Figure 1 - Typical

hydraulic

qhm,ma (see

s) the relative peak-to-peak value of torque, ST, (see 9.14).

\QQ1
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SC

motor

m) the volumetric efficiency at 1 min+‘, qv,ma (sec 9.6);

c) a description of the hydraulic test circuit and components;

f) the fluid temperature,

swept

test circuit

for bidirectional

motor

